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Bayan Laban Sa Hapon). Even Thailand, which formally

sided with Japan, produced a guerrilla resistance, the Free

Thai ofregent Pridi Phanomyong.

It was the turmoil of the war that set the stage for what

was to follow. Most often called *revolutionary guenilla

warfare," what emerged was insurgency. Guenilla war-
fare, though a key component, was but one weapon in

the larger dynamic of armed political movement. A global

phenomenon, it was the Southeast Asian synthesis, most
particularly in Vietnam, that was of lasting import.

People's war, as practiced by the Vietnamese, integrated

all elements of power, violent and nonviolenl military and
political, international and local. Fused in the 'war of

interlocking," this insurgent approach had evolved nearly

simultaneously with that of Chinese people's war but took

on a more finely developed form doctrinally. In particular,

its ability to integrate terror, guerrilla and main force

warfare, and war of position went beyond anything that

Mao Zedong had envisaged.

Vietnamese victory over first the French, then the
Americans and their Indcchinese allies, while ultimately

achieved by main forces (conventional units that could

fight either in guerrilla or conventional fashion), was built

on terror and guerrilla warfare. As such, it was looked to

as an example by other Southeast Asian movements, as

well as those much further a field, such as FMLN in El

Salvador and FARC in Colombia.

Communist victory in the Vietnam War did not bring
peace, and the 1978 invasion of Cambodia by theVietnamese,

and the subsequent Khmer Rouge guerrilla resistance,

highlighted the extent to which guerrillas remained

woven into the regional fabric. Tribal guerrilla resis-

tance to Rangoon continues to this day. Manila is as-

saulted by an array of movements, from the Communist
Party of the Philippines (CPP), to the Moro National

Liberation Front (MNLF), to the Morr Islamic Libera-

tion Front (MILD, to the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG), all

using various violent and nonviolent tools, but guerrilla

warfare the mainstay.

Chin Peng was not to surrender to Kuala Lumpur until

1989, even as Islamist insurgents of southern Thailand
produced a generational shift. Though improvised explo-

sive devices (IEDs) were the major weapon, a growing

capacity for guerrilla action clearly cnncerned Bangkok.
Jakarta, beset by its own problems oftransition, dealt with

the guerrilla resistance on East Timor by granting inde-
pendence but has refused to do likewise with West Papua,

where guerrillas of the Free Papua Movement, or OPM
(Organisasi Papua Merdeka), wax gnd wane.
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fSee also Decolonization czd Terrorism.]
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GLJEST WORIGRS. Guest workers are migtant labor-

ers recruited to work in a host state temporarily. Unlike

immigrants, their settlement in the receiving country

is neither expected nor desired. It is their temporariness

that makes them appealing to employers interested in

expanding their supply of flexible labor. Guest workers

schemes have been employed since the late nineteenth

century and may be usefully seen as a consequence of

industrialization and the rise of nation-states.

The combination of steadily declining rates of mortality,

improvements in the production and distribution of

fmd, and the radical dislocation of traditional ways of life

brought about by industrialization created a large pool of

dispossessed laborers willing to migrate in the hope of

finding work. As the pace and scope of industrialization

picked up, gmwing numbers of immigrants ftom increas-

ingly variegated sources made their way to industrial

centers in Europe and North America to work in factories

and mines, build railroads, plant and pick crops, and

take up the other firty, difficull and poorly paid jobs.

R.eceiving states typically lacked the legal and administra-

tive means of dealing with these movements and therefore

set about creating mechanisms for managing flows and

their social consequences. The principle aim of early guest

worker schemes was to harness international migration

to meet employers' demands for labor while minimizing

its impact on processes of nation-building, which relied on

distinguishing between nationals and foreigners.

This double-sided impulse animated ImFerial Germany's
pioneering of the guest worker model. The internal migra-

tion of Germans from the rural east to industrializing

west created labor shortages in Prussia's eastern provinces,

which employers attempted to remedy by recruiting Polish

migrant workers from the Austro-Hungarian and Russian

empires. However, the arrival of these workers exacer-
bated nationalist fears of '?olinization," leading Otto von
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Bismarck to order the deportation of some thirty thousand

to forty thousand foreigrrers in March 1885.

Renewed demands for foreigrr labor compelled Bismarck's

successor, Leo von Caprivi, to reconsider the ban on foreigr:.

labor recruitment. In an effort to satisfy demands for

labor while simultaneously guarding against the perceived

effects of migration on national integration, a system of

tightly controlled temporary labor recruitment was intro-

duced in 1890. Only unmarried laborers were permitted

to enter and permission to work was granted from 1 April

to 15 November exclusively. The system was enhanced

through the establishment of the Prussian Farm Workers

Agency in 1905 and the introduction of "compulsory do-

mestic permit" in 1907. The permit noted foreign workers'

nationalities and other personal data, along with the name

of their employers.

This system of temporary labor migration facili

tated massive transnational movements into Germany.

On the eve of World War I, Prussia alone accounted

for nearly 1 million foreign workers. Compulsory rota-

tion helped maintain the temporary character of this

migration. Of the 270,496 Poles employed in Prussia

in 1913, only 3,213 remained in the country at the end

of the year. While far from perfect, these regulatory
mechanisms helped maintain a mass labor force that

met the needs of German employers while acknowledg-

ing Prussian offrcials' interest in excluding "unwanted
elements."

Although Germany's reliance on foreign labor decreased

markedly after the war, the interwar period witnessed

important changes to the guest worker system. The Labor

Exchange Act of 1922 granted responsibility for recruit-

ment and supervision of foreign laborers to the German

Labor Agency and the Reich Employment Offrce. These
bodies worked to ensure that the duration of work and

residency permits was strictly limited to a maximum of

twelve months. During World War II, the Nazi regime

opted for more brutal means of exploiting foreigrr labor,

relying on prisoners of war and concentration camp in-

mates to fuel its war economy.

The United States sought to satisfu its wartime labor

needs by enacting a guest worker agreement with Mexico

in July 1942. Driven by California growers'demands, the

Bracero Program granted Mexican workers (6roceros) per-

mission to work in the United States temporarily. The
program was terminated in 1947, but was reestablished

during the Korean War. Although it was ended definitively

in 1964, a combination of employers' demands and lax
enforcement ensured that a steady flow of (now illegal)

Mexican workers would continue to find employment in

the United States.

Western European states also turned to foreign

labor in the postwar period, with several countries,

including Austria, Belgium, France, West Germany, the

Netherlands, and Switzerland instituting guest worker
programs. Although the precise nature of these systems

differed, the desire to use foreign labor as a temporary

means of enabling economic growth was broadly shared.

Guest workers typically came from the less developed

countries of the Mediterranean rim (including Greece,

Italy, Morocco, Portugal, Spain" Tunisia, Turkey, and the

former Yugoslavia), which were interested in combating

domestic unemployment by reducing "excess' labor and

obtaining hard currency through remittances.

The most elaborate guest worker system was developed

by the Federal Republic of Germany, which centralized

its recruitment operations through the Federal Institute

of Labour. Announcements of job openings were sent to

the Federal Employment Administration and then for-

warded to branch offices in the respective sending states.

Successful job candidates were directed to the German

EmploymentAdministration olfice and equipped with docu-

ments confirming their identity, lack of criminaLl record,

and marital and family status. After a thorough medical

examination, German officials decided on prospective mi-
grants' suitability for work in Germany. Contracts were

signed and the worker was granted a renewable twelve-

monlh Lcgitimatinnskarte that served as a work permit.

Upon arrival in West Germany, foreign workers registered

with the local employment office and the police, who issued

a temporary residence permit. Accommodations were to

be provided by the employer, as per guidelines formulated

by the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affais. Upon

expiry of their contracl foreign workers were to return

home and be replaced by fresh recruits.

Guest workers were an essential ingredient in westerrr

Europe's postwar economic boom. The ready supply of

foreign workers checked labor shortages and allowed

employers in receiving states to increase production without

having to raise $/ages. This kept inflation at moderate

levels throughout the 1950s and 1960s, facilitating an

ertended period of growth. And yet by the early 1970s,

western Eumpean states were questioning their reliance on
foreigtr labor. Although most guest workers did return to

their home states, many opted to stay and were being joined

by their spouses and minor children. Receiving states'pub-

lics began voicing concerrxi regarding the transformation

of their societies as a result of what was in fact significant



immigration. By the mid-1970s, most western European

stateshad suspendedor radically reduced their guest worker

pmgrarne. The end of the postwar boom and onset of high

unemployment and slow Smwth in the 1980s made wbat

were initially announced as temporary recruitment stops

perrnanent.

While the termination of guest worker prcgrams

blocked the entry of new workerg it could not reverse

the consequences of previous migratory waves. Mass

repatriation was rejected for humanitarian reasons and

family reunification continued largely unabated, sanctioned

by court decisions drawing on liberal norms and human

rights. Thus receiving states found themselves conftonted

with the chellgngs of integ:rating millieas of de facto

immigrants. This led many western European states to lib-

eralize their citizenship laws in an efort to facilitate the

incorporation of foreign workers and their children. Some

states, such as Sweden and the Netherlands, experimented
with official multiculturalism policies as well.

Regardless of whether pluralization was embraced,
guest worker migration had a profound impact on receiv-

ing countries. Urban centers were transformed by the

emergence of ethnic neighborhoods and longstanding

ideas regarding the separation of church and state were
called into question, as Islam emerged as one of Europe's
principal religions. The emergence of ethnic minorities

also changed politics in western Europe, as xenophobic
parties enjoyed electoral breakthroughs by exploiting

anti-immigrant sentiment.

Just as the repercussions of western European states'

experiences with guest worker migration were becoming

clear€r, countries in the Middle East and East Asia began

turning to foreign labor to stafr their growing economies.

By 20O?, 8.2 million foreigners accounted for approximately

67 percent of Saudi Arabia's workforce, while South Korea's

2006 quota for foreign. workers stood at f05,000. By the

1990s, Germany and a number of other European states

were once again experimenting with modest guest worker
programs to satisfy labor market needs in specific economic
sectors, such as agriculture, construction, and tourism.

The United States alm raised the possibility of establishing

a significant guest worker pmgram with Mexico.

Several economistg have argued tlrat a revival of mass
guest worker migration might assist in allwiating global
poverty. They claim that extending globalization beyond

trade in goods and services to include the movement
of temporary migrant labor would facilitate the global

redistribution of wealth without altering the fundamental
character of the world's wealthy states (as would be the
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case in a hypothetical situation of open borders). While

these arguments have yet to influence policy in any sigrrifi-

cent way, the fact that they are being voiced speaks to the

durability and suppleness of the guest worker concept.

l&e aln Migrant Labor.l
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GUEVARA, CHE, AS ICON. The subject of admiration

and the objectof commodification since his assassinetion on

I October 1967, Ernesto "Che" Guevara has been a fixture

in the world's political and cultural imagination. He has

become an icon invested with contested meanings. Cuban

schoolchildren expressed their allegiance to the official

socialism by claiming 'We will be like Che," and Prince

Harry of England wore a Che T-shirt for partying. Nepalese
guerrillas displayed Chds face on their banners, and the

exhibition "Che Guevara: Revolutionary and Icon," pre-

sent€d in New York and London, sold Che's T,ipbalm. The

life of a symbol, representing the integrity of a Third World

social revolutionary or whatever a fashionable young rebel

in the developed world wants to express, has a great deal of

independence from the person it is based on.

"If we want to say how we would Iike our children to be

educated, we should say without hesitation: we want them

to be educated in the spirit of Che," Fidel Castro said after

Guevara's death (Diego Garcia, p. 15). The two men had

met in 1955 in Mexico. Guevara first left Argentina in 1952
for a six-month trip with his classmate Alberto Granado


